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5ABSTRACTThe main goal of this work is to investigate the di�erent physial meha-nisms a�eting galaxy properties and evolution within massive lusters. Withthis aim we analyzed a series of near infra red images (NIR) of the brightestgalaxies in Abell 85, inluding a sample of late-type objets, most of whihare HI-de�ient. The remaining galaxies studied in this work are the bright-est early-types, both lentiulars and elliptials. We onstruted a atalogueof NIR magnitudes and images; they later used to analyse the presene ofany possible strong asymmetry in the stellar disk of spirals and lentiulars,whih would be an indiation of relatively old (some 109 years) gravitationalinterations. Previous studies have shown that hydrodynamial mehanisms,mainly ram-pressure stripping, are at work on the spiral population of thisluster, However by omparing our dataset with models we will be able to �ndthe role of other physial mehanisms of very di�erent origin, suh as ram-pressure stripping and gravitational pre proessing, su�ered by the galaxiesduring their infall to the massive luster Abell 85.We targeted 82 galaxies distributed along 26 �elds in the luster Abell85, observed through the NIR bands J (1.275µm), H (1.672µm) and K'(2.124µm). The whole imaging has been done along several runs with the2.1m telesope of National Astronomial Observatory (OAN), loated in SanPedro Martir, Mexio. The thesis was devoted to the 2011 observing runand the image redution and analysis of some of the previous data. Wepresent a J, H, K' photometry atalog of 77 galaxies; we applied an asym-metry analysis to the largest 44 objets, and report about a dozen galaxieswith lear asymmetry features. Taken into aount the projeted positionof these disturbed galaxies aross the luster, we onlude that gravitationalpre-proessing an not be onsidered straightforward as the strongest phys-ial mehanisums driving galaxy evolution in massive lusters, as severalauthors laimed along the last deade.
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